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ABSTRACT

The paper aims at elaborating issues in Indonesian curriculum 2013, the latest curriculum in the country and address some issues in the pedagogical issues. Curriculum, considering its vital role in nation wide education, should get tremendous attention from all stakeholders: the government through the ministry of education, the school leaders, teachers, society and students. As curriculum plays as the national standards, all the executing stakeholder set their classroom aims, assessment, and plans accordingly. Based on the rationale, it is imperative to look at the curriculum from the lens of multicultural education because Indonesia is a diverse country. A curriculum that is responsive to the cultures in education setting would enhance the equality in education that eventually education for all can be achieved. This study employed systematic literature review as reseach method. The researcher examined literatures about related to culturally responsive teaching and the evidence of educational problems that currently happens from current published journals as well as important books related to culturally responsive teaching. The results indicated that there is a gap between the reality in the field and the educational system that has been established. A curriculum that is responsive to students’ culture urges to be there in the curriculum, whether it is from the teacher or the stakeholders. In addition, the higher education also started to step forward to curriculum that retains students’ culture.
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INTRODUCTION

Curriculum is an instrument in national education system that hold critical role. The curriculum in many countries has been evolving following the development of educational theories and research. It contains many different aspects that, to some curriculum users, have the goals for education. So, the curriculum normally set the national educational standards that the educators should deliver and be learned by the students. Indonesia is one of the countries that keeps its curriculum developing. Nonetheless, since its first curriculum in 1947 until the latest curriculum 2013, regardless the efforts (Bjork, 2004), the curriculum is seen as one-for-all solution for various educational problems in the field. In every curriculum update, the policy maker put a lot of expectations in it so that the national education can be improved. It seems right, however a question may rise on how the expectations meet the reality.

The one-fit-all curriculum is one of the most common curriculum designs in many countries. All curriculum designers in different places have tried their best to create the best curriculum structures that can be learned by the students at schools. This is not an instant process. Since the curriculum has to convey the subject, contents, and all the entailments such as teaching instructions, nonetheless, such dense and solid curriculum is often seen and expected to overcome diverse classroom problems and settings and went to the goal of high-stake tests. Devised with such curriculum, the teachers are expected to meet what the government seeks by measuring whether it works through national exams. Many efforts were focused on how to boost students score to meet the standard set on the exam (Murray et al., 2004). As expected, the national exams showed unequal outcome between the school with all resources in the city and some remote schools (Meyzilia et al., 2018). The discrepancy that occurs may be as a result of the cultural construct in the classroom learning context resulted from the current system.

In the classroom context, teachers whose life-long teaching experiences were influenced by the curriculum policy have faced classroom dynamics that keeps evolving over periods of time. Equipped with the traditional culture of teaching, teachers tend to lecture the classroom and the classroom may not the expected dynamics since every student has brought their own culture. The students in Indonesia are not a monoculture. There are more than 600 ethnics in the country, making many schools in different places are full of cultural diversity (BPS, 2019). Culture implies the possibility that it shapes people ways of thinking, attitude, and behaviour differently. Because culture influence students’ way of thinking and the way they make sense of everything (Nieto, 2004). Culture, as if it is a computer, is the software which functions to process all the input data (Hammond, 2014). Therefore, the importance of culturally appropriate teaching emerges since culture characterizes the people make sense of everything, including education.

A study about intercultural communication in an EFL class was also interesting to point out. The study suggested that the students, at some points, do not really have deep understanding about culture, not only the culture of others, but also their own culture (Liu & Fang, 2017). Whereas, students believe that home culture has an important role to play in negotiating with other cultures. Thus, curriculum development, in which learning instruction is also included, has great potential to be explored.

Based on the explanation, there are some gaps that the study may fulfill. First, this study is examining the possibility of employing culturally responsive teaching that has been little concern for the researcher in Indonesian contexts. Second the study investigates how the teacher education program prepares prospective teachers with cultural knowledge.

Therefore, this paper is aimed at exploring possible solutions for the issues mentioned above. It explores why and how the significance of cultural values to be integrated into the curriculum and teaching instruction
and how the quality of classroom instruction may improve with multicultural teaching approach.

**RESEARCH METHODOLOGY**

This study employed systematic literature review. The researcher examined literatures about related to culturally responsive teaching and the evidence of educational problems that currently happen. After the problem has been identified, the researcher collected published papers that have the correlation with the theme under Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA). PRISMA allowed the researcher conducted the study with systematic framework for reviewing. It started with literature collection, removing them based on the determined criteria that suited the study (screening), synthesis, and concluding.

The process initiated with collecting some literatures from recent papers from the year 2000 to 2020. It was done to see how the trend is directing. The keywords used to find out the related literature was: culturally responsive teaching, culturally sustainable pedagogy, teaching with caring, teaching English with culture, Indonesian curriculum, Indonesian CRT. In addition to research paper the researcher also collected some books related to culturally responsive teaching to support the theoretical framework.

The papers from the internet were sorted to the most relevant for the study. The studies that are matching to the criteria for the topic were selected and analysed for its findings. The analysis employed the qualitative document analysis. The researcher also collected some data from BPS to build the argument of how the situation of status quo and why CRT is needed.

**FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION**

**What is culturally responsive teaching?**

Introduced under different terms, such as culturally responsive teaching (Gay, 2010), culturally sustaining pedagogy (Paris, 2012), culturally appropriate pedagogy (Nguyen, Terlouw, & Pilot, 2006) and culturally relevant pedagogy (Ladson-Billings, 2014), the teaching with cultural approaches has developed. It is of interest to many researchers because it can help the students achieve academic success. The principles of CRT are much laid on identity and achievement, equity and excellence, developmental appropriateness, teaching the whole child, and student-teacher relationship (Brown-Jeffy & Cooper, 2011). These points can break down into more detail focus, and for example, in the term of identity and achievement, the study learns more in-depth about identity development, cultural heritage, the affirmation of diversity. In equity and excellence, we can expect equal access to education for all, incorporating multicultural curriculum contents, and equal expectation of all students. Developmental appropriateness includes learning styles, teaching styles and cultural variation. Teaching the whole child embraces skill development in cultural contexts, bridge home, school, and community, learning outcomes, supportive learning community, student’s empowerment. Student-teacher relationship incorporates caring, relationship, interaction, classroom atmosphere.

There are at least five dimensions of CRT, as proposed by Banks (2004). These dimensions are interrelated. They consist of content integration, knowledge construction process, prejudice reduction, an equity pedagogy, and empowering school culture and social culture. The dimensions describe how CRT can be implemented in reality. Content integration deals with the teacher's approach to integrating the diverse cultures of students with the content taught in the classroom. Knowledge construction process describes how teacher help student constructs knowledge within the framework of the students’ background and culture to understand and investigate cultural assumption, frame of references, and biases. Prejudice reduction focuses on the student’s attitudes and how these attitudes can be modified in teaching approach and materials.
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An equity pedagogy occurs when the teacher can modify the teaching approach adjustable to the students’ race, culture, gender, and social groups to facilitate the academic achievement of the students. Empowering school culture and social structure, in short, can be done by examining all aspects of the school practices that empower students from a different race, ethnic and gender in school practices including sports participation, proportionality in achievement, labelling and grouping, and staff-student interactions across ethnic and race.

Gay (2018) elaborated the characteristics of CRT that is applicable to the classroom context. She started with what Banks (2004) has said as the content integration, where a story may have a powerful impact on a child. A story can be a tool to shape their knowledge construction. It can form their self-concept and the concept of the people of other ethnic and culture. Then, the pedagogical potential of cultural responsiveness was discussed. Gay (2018) elaborated that although cultural responsiveness can be integrated into the pedagogical approach, the teacher must break the beliefs and myths that students from certain ethnicities do have limitations. It makes nothing can be done for these students that therefore the attribution of CRT such as validating students’ culture, comprehensive and inclusive, multidimensional, empowering, transformative, emancipatory, humanistic, normative and ethical should exist. Later, the teacher would know the roles and responsibilities.

Culturally responsive caring is also one point of CRT that cannot be separated. Caring is a characteristic in CRT that moves self-determination as a value, an ethic, and moral imperative (Gay, 2018). Some scholars in educational studies agree that feelings are important in education practice. Many studies are investigating how some psychological attributes, such as motivation affect academic achievement. However, Gay (2018) argued that caring is much more than that. The term ‘care’ was discussed in two terminologies: caring for vs caring about. Caring about was considered as attitude and caring for was the practice. From this perspective, the educators should express their cares not only in their attitudes but also in their actions.

Nevertheless, the action of CRT application should have the base in teacher beliefs. Teachers, sometimes, may have the unconscious beliefs about the students’ race, ethnic, and cultural background that might lead to specific actions in their pedagogical approach to teaching them. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that the beliefs on CRT should be explicit and placed in the correct order so that the teacher can implement the appropriate approach when teaching.

Common problems

I would like to present some of the actual issues faced in Indonesian education. First of all, the equality issue in education. Education hold pivotal part in shaping one’s future. The country needs to provide equitable education throughout the nation. It should be admitted that the work is not easy, nevertheless this issue is inevitable. The national statistics bureau released the 2019 statistics. One part that can be highlighted is that the education levels influence the average individual monthly income. The higher the education level, the better income one would have.
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The chart above as on chart 1 illustrated how important it is to have better education so that the future social and economic can be achieved. Unfortunately, the data from chart 2 have shown that the number of people in the work field withholding diploma degree were only 12% of the workforce and 41% of the workers only graduated from primary education. The discrepancy is too wide. This data is also supported by the average length of schooling, where the government plan for 12-year compulsory education has only achieved up to 8.37 years or only 70% (BPS, 2019). It should get the attention from the stakeholders. Although the solution of such problem requires multi-stage and cross-section policy, an educational intervention can be a part of the effort. Regardless of the various reasons why children drop out of school like economic reason and parents’ latest education (Asmara & Sukadana, 2017), equality is one of the things that plays an important role in keeping dropout rates low. From this perspective, multicultural education is essential as “it is to reform the school and education institutions so that students from diverse social, ethnics, and social-class groups will experience educational quality (Banks, 1993).
Second, the cultural diversity needs to be accommodated. Textbooks, as part of the curriculum, need to be analyzed for cultural values. The latest curriculum, also called as curriculum 2013, has put important aspects in one of its core competences:

Developing behavior (honesty, discipline, responsibility, caring, courteous, environmentally friendly, mutual cooperation, peace-loving, responsive and proactive), showing attitudes as part of the solution to various problems of the nation, and positioning oneself as an agent for transforming society in building civilization of the nation and the world (retrieved from Curriculum 2013 document).

The statement of the core competence above illustrated some keywords that intercultural interactions and skills are necessarily required. Like the key points of global competence, the core competences are expected to go beyond reading, mathematics, and science. The students need to adapt and adopt the new worlds that expands along with the development of economy, politics, and technology. They need to learn cultures, to communicate with intercultural ability, and to gain knowledge from varied perspectives of global issues (Mansilla & Jackson, 2013). As per the status quo, the social and ethnic diversity in the country is very rich. A question emerges whether or not textbook as part of curriculum accommodate this. A study on some Indonesian textbooks has found that the cultural substances are not adequately accommodated. Whereas, a good and interesting textbook certainly contains "realia" communication that is loaded with socio-cultural values and lifestyles of the users (Purwoko, 2010).

Therefore, textbooks as crucial part of education especially in the country that the teacher heavily depends on the textbooks to teach, need to convey the cultural values so that the students will get themselves in a diversity-friendly environment.

**One-fit-all curriculum vs culturally responsive teaching**

The curriculum is the core of formal education program run by educational institutions. In addition to the contents of the course or subjects, it also carries beliefs, attitudes, skills, and knowledge (Mulenga, 2018). As it is usually programmed by policymakers, the nature of the curriculum is to be implemented with the top-down process. Such implementation produced the authoritarian power in education that the curriculum is the solution of each educational problem. Although it is not the only way out, the stakeholders need to see the roles of the curriculum in the contexts of diversity because all instruments used to achieve educational goals are set or derived based on the curriculum and diversity in the classroom is inevitable.

Considering the importance of curriculum, the needs of cultural contents in the diversity point of view emerge. It is a must as the schools’ settings in Indonesia, for sure, comprises of several hundreds of ethnics. The inclusions of cultural values, traditional symbols, stories, etc. can be an effort of content integration in culturally responsive education (Banks, 2004). When the contents were fully integrated, the windows of equal education for all can be wide open. It is also the reason why teachers should always be part of the curriculum development because they know well the setting and the cultures in their classroom (Alsubaie, 2016; Bouckaert & Kools, 2018). The educators who carry out the sets of subjects to teach would have the opportunity to make those lessons to be understood in more specific contexts based on the experiences of the students. The students would also have a sense of belonging and motivations when they are taught the way they understand the surrounding in their cultural background.

The students as the subjects of all educational goal should be the concerns in the process of curriculum implementation. Say
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that curriculum is developed to shape the future of the nations through educating the youths, students are the individuals being targeted in the course. Therefore, like the concepts offered by Gay (2018), the students should be the ones that all the stakeholders care for. From the government, in this case, the ministry of education, the school leaders, and the teacher should take the students into account. From this perspective, culturally responsive teaching should present in the classroom context.

Why CRT offers proper instruction for Indonesian education?

A study about teaching belief and practices was published on the dissertation publication by Munandar (2019). His study reported the pedagogic beliefs and practices of Indonesian teachers of English as a foreign language (EFL) regarding the teaching and learning of culture and interculturality in the local high-school English classrooms. The study took a perspective viewing that language and culture as something that is socially constructed and is interrelated in multiple and complex patterns. One of the indications of the study was that the teacher belief and practices in their pedagogy is affected by some factors such as Indonesia’s policy on language, general education and the English as a foreign language pedagogy. These factors were shaped through complex ways that the cultural values from the source of the target language is infused in the pedagogy. Here raised a question, how does curriculum contain itself with cultural contents?

Teachers, in the classrooms, have to face the sets of curriculum contents and all that embodied in it to be delivered in the school subjects with the students. In order to make the process of delivery to be smooth, the teachers should have a comprehensive understanding of the curriculum, and then they can have the complete image of what to be taught. Later, they can analyze what strategies and approach to be used to teach the students with diverse cultural background.

Culturally responsive teaching conceptually might not be well known amongst Indonesian educators. The concepts, however, has been there since there was local content taught in some school in remote areas. The local contents were usually taught depending on the province or the regency government. The inclusion of the local contents was limited to the teaching of local language or dialects. Such example can be an initiation for CRT to be integrated into Indonesian teaching context. It is true that many of the cases where CRT is successfully implemented happened in the United States context (Gay, 2004; Ladson-Billings, 2014; Ladson-Billings, 1992). The implementations of CRT in western contexts are also usually happened in the inter-racial context like the African, Hispanic, Italian, Asian, and White European or American.

Nonetheless, it does not mean that the CRT is only promising in such a setting. Education in Indonesia also needs it since diversity also exists in the country. However, an inter-ethnic combination that occurs in the classroom was to be a factor for the teachers’ consideration if the teachers and other stakeholders expect the education to be equal for everyone.

The culturally responsive teaching, after all, is not only about the inclusion of students’ culture. It implies a broader sense that it ensures the teaching that concerned every student, regardless of their social, economic status, racial, and gender (Cummings, 2009). The discrepancy of these factors would create a privilege to some students and make some students who lack the privilege left behind. The gap that has not been filled makes the opportunity to success only opens its door to some, and the others do not even have the key to the door. The effort to reach it can be handled by all stakeholders and especially the teachers that they are the ones who implement it in their teaching process. They can use their authority in their own classroom to ensure that their teaching is culturally responsive when they perceived themselves as a curriculum developer.
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How do the current teacher education programs prepare the future teacher?

Teachers as the “executor” of educational institutions, they carry out the mandate not only to be involved in the curriculum development process but also to be involved as implementing actors of the curriculum. So, preparation of teacher in the teacher education programs has to be thorough including preparing them to be culturally aware and well-prepared for intercultural interactions in the culturally diverse classrooms. A study conducted by (Gandan & Parr, 2013) opens an outlook of the cultural integration into curriculum in higher education program. Starting from the ideas that in order to understand the language teaching and learning, the teacher should be viewed of their self-understanding. The teacher themselves have some perspectives of their identity: professional, cultural, political and individual identities they appealed (Varghese et al., 2005).

The study has shown a dilemma faced by an instructor in a new course called ‘intercultural communication’. Not only does the course bear a different discourse that represent other culture, it also holds some practical issues since the instructor herself has her own cultural and political perspective that may have differences on the way the course is delivered which of western culture basis. Some contextual factors such as hierarchical institutional factors, curriculum demands, and limited resources, have occasional tensions between the teacher’s stated beliefs and her instructional practices.

The study indicates that the higher education institutions in the country has initiated a moving-forward step in preparing the teachers with multiculturism awareness. Although the practice has faced some dimensional problems starting from the personal problems of the instructor and the professionalism of the instructor, to the problem of the context of various teaching resources and student backgrounds (socioeconomic class, ethnicity, family, race, gender, sexuality, language, culture, religion and belief).

It is a good start for the teacher education program. In the US context, where CRT has long been explored, culturally is included in the teacher professional development (TPD) program (Kavel, 2017). The TPD ensures the implementation of certain professionalism sustainable. A sustainable program for incorporating and accommodating the notion of curriculum and instructions that are responsive will be the key to future success of teacher education that would provide the teachers to equal education regardless the students’ background.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

Conclusion

The purpose of the study was to elaborate issues in Indonesian curriculum 2013, the latest curriculum in the country and address some issues in the pedagogical issues. This study has explored the current situation that there was inequal education opportunities for many students in Indonesia as shown by BPS data. The curriculum also shown the problem of top-down that is administratively powerful that leave small room for the teacher to develop their teaching to be culturally responsive for the students. One piece of good news found in the previous study was that some teacher education program has offered the students some cultural awareness through one of their courses.

Education in a country is essential since it is the key to the future of the nation. Curriculum as the core of what to be taught and educators as the actors who deliver it hold essential roles that both complement each other. In order to reach the goals as expected, equality in education is needed to ensure that all students succeed. The culturally responsive teaching has one to offer for this purpose. Although the integration of CRT into curriculum faced some complications due to bureaucracy, the teachers can take over the responsibility to deliver their lessons as good teaching practice. They can integrate cultural content based on the students’ race, socioeconomic status, gender, and disability. The
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educator can help students develop inquiry through cultural frameworks. They should also remember not put prejudice on the students so that the learning process would not be biased.

Suggestions

The implication of this study is that there is the need of how Indonesian teachers perceive themselves as a curriculum developer and as the teacher who can integrate the culturally responsive teaching into their daily educational practices. This will enrich the literature and give insights on how culturally responsive teaching might have been practised subconsciously. Therefore, Indonesia is open to positive curriculum reform and ready to give all children in the nation equal educational opportunities.

For further research, the study has indicated that the field in open in Indonesian contexts since there has been little research in culturally responsive teaching, meanwhile the demographic situation suggests that it is needed. This study also found that there is hidden possibility of unequal education in the system that is why the workforce with lower education is still high. It implies that the future researcher may have action research to improve the situation.
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